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1. Introduction. To continuous real boundary values prescribed on the

boundary of a domain D in the complex number space C", »>1, there does

not exist, in general, a pluriharmonic function (i.e. real part of a holomorphic

function) that assumes the given boundary values.

For m>1 the real parts of holomorphic functions (satisfying d2h/dzlldz, = 0

for li, v = 1, • ■ • , m) are a proper subclass of and do no longer coincide with

the harmonic functions (satisfying zZl~\ d2h/dzlidzlt = 0). The harmonic func-

tions solve the Dirichlet problem uniquely but they are not invariant under

holomorphic transformations. The latter property, however, seems to be

quite desirable and is indispensable if the theory is to be extended to complex

manifolds.

S. Bergmann [4; 5; 6] has been the first to suggest not to give up at this

point but to extend the class of pluriharmonic functions such that the bound-

ary value problem becomes uniquely solvable, the functions are pseudo-

conformally invariant, and as many properties of the pluriharmonic functions

are preserved as possible (compare §2). His method while having certain

advantages is limited to a special class of domains.

We suggest in the following a different method that applies to all domains

of holomorphy with a "smooth" boundary and can be considered as the direct

extension of the Perron-Caratheodory method (Perron [29], Caratheodory

[15]) from one to several complex variables. In this method, given a domain

D in the plane of one complex variable, one takes the subharmonic functions

in D that are less than or equal to the prescribed values on the boundary

dD of D. It is easy to show that the upper envelope of this class of functions is

harmonic, and if the boundary of D is "sufficiently nice", this upper envelope

function assumes exactly the given boundary values, and hence the Dirichlet

problem is solved.

The analog for several complex variables is elaborated in this paper. The

subharmonic functions (of one complex variable) are replaced by the pluri-

subharmonic functions which constitute their proper generalization to several
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variables. One big difference that arises: in general the upper envelope is not

pluriharmonic, but only plurisubharmonic.

Also while for complex dimension one (and sufficiently nice boundaries)

we may prescribe arbitrary boundary values on the whole boundary this is no

longer true for higher dimension. Only for strictly pseudo-convex domains

the values are prescribed on the whole boundary, while for instance in the

case of analytic polyhedra the values are prescribed only on a subset of real

dimension re of the topological boundary.

The treatment of general pseudo-convex domains requires the notion of

"Silov boundary" (see §6), a notion which so far has played a role in Banach

algebras (Mirkil [23], Arens and Singer [l]). It is shown (Theorem 7.2):

Let Dbea bounded domain of the form D = \z\ V(z) <0 }, V(z) plurisubharmonic

and continuous in a neighborhood of D. (This is a "smoothness" condition.)

Then the Dirichlet problem is possible for the upper envelope tp(z) of the pluri-

subharmonic functions in D that are smaller or equal the given continuous bound-

ary values b(z) (at those points of 3D where b(z) is defined) if and only if the

boundary values b(z) are prescribed on and only on the Silov boundary S(D) of D.

For complex dimension one the conditions on D imply that S(D)=dD

and hence we obtain as corollary that the (ordinary) Dirichlet problem is

possible for domains D = {z\ V(z) <0 }, V(z) subharmonic and continuous in a

neighborhood of D.

For dimension higher than one we are faced with the problem to char-

acterize the Silov boundary. This has been done so far only for a rather special

class of domains, the Reinhardt circular domains (de Leuuw [18], compare

also Behnke-Stein [2]). We show: If D= {z\ V(z) <o} as above and V(z) is

(C2), then all those points on dD where ddV— ^(r^F/dz^dz^az^az, is positive

definite belong to S(D), and all points on dD where in a neighborhood ddV = 0

for all directions do not belong to S(D). In particular: If D is strictly pseudo-

convex then S(D) =dD and if D is an analytic polyhedron then S(D) = "dis-

tinguished boundary surface of D".

The Silov boundary of any domain is equal to the Silov boundary of its en-

velope of holomorphy E(D): S(D) = S(E(D)).

Besides the plurisubharmonic solution <f>(z) one can introduce analogously

the plurisuperharmonic solution <t>(z) which exists if and only if tp(z) exists.

Let h(z) be the harmonic solution, then tf>(z) ̂ h(z) =$(z) with equality in all

points of D if equality holds in one point. While h(z) is not pseudo-conformally

invariant, dt(z) and 4>(z) are, and provide an estimate: Let D* be pseudo-

conformally equivalent to D= [z\ F(z)<0}, leth(z) be harmonic in D, h*(z*) in

D*andh(z)=h*(z*(z)) on 3D, then \h(z)-h*(z*(z))\ £*(«) -c6(z).

The plurisubharmonic solutions have the property to be only subadditive,

this excludes the representation of d>(z) in the form of an integral over the

boundary values. Therefore the following property is important because it

provides us with a different method to calculate or estimate <p(z): Let b*(z)
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= b(z) on S(D), b*(z)=maxzesw) b(z) on D — S(D). Then the envelope of

holomorphy E(H) of the pointset

H = {(z, w)\ zE D, | w\   < e-"'^}

is

E(H) = {(z, w) | z E D, | w |   < er<K-'>}.

Both H and E(H) are schlicht. Therefore E(H) can be calculated explicitly

by a method described in Bremermann [13]. Hence <p(z) can be calculated.

It is shown that most results can be extended to Stein manifolds and some

results to complex Banach spaces of infinite dimension. Also, the condition

that the boundary values be continuous can be relaxed such that upper semi-

continuous boundary values and the values of log |/|, / holomorphic, are

admissible. The latter indicates the possibility of Nevanlinna-type applica-

tions. Such and other applications have been made for his extended class by

S. Bergman [5; 6] and it can be expected that some of these can be done for

the plurisubharmonic solutions also. Furthermore it is expected that the

results of this paper will permit to generalize parts of the Morse theory

(Marston Morse [24]) to several variables.

Finally examples are given in the form of tube domains which are pseudo-

convex if and only if they are convex. Here the Silov boundary is given ex-

actly by the strictly convex points of the base.

The general idea of the plurisubharmonic solution (for the case of analytic

polyhedra) has been outlined already in Bremermann [10 ].

I am indebted to Dr. L. Ehrenpreis for valuable advice.

2. Connection with the Bergman extended classes. S. Bergman has been

the first to suggest to extend the class of pluriharmonic functions such that

(1) The (generalized) Dirichlet problem becomes uniquely solvable.

(2) The "extended class" contains the pluriharmonic functions (hence if

the prescribed values belong to a pluriharmonic function, then this pluri-

harmonic function is the solution within the class).

(3) As many properties of the pluriharmonic functions as possible are

preserved under the extension.

For this purpose Bergman has not considered general domains—for these

no extended class has been introduced so far—but "domains with a distin-

guished boundary surface." These are domains bounded by a finite number of

segments of analytic hypersurfaces. The union of the intersections of each n

of the hypersurfaces is the "distinguished boundary surface" (d.b.s.). A

holomorphic function as well as a pluriharmonic function is determined al-

ready by its values on the d.b.s.

A function of an "extended class" is first defined on the whole boundary

in the following way (only complex dimension 2 has been treated explicitly.
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The case of higher dimension is more difficult): The boundary of a domain

with a d.b.s. in the space C2 consists of families of nonintersecting analytic

surfaces of complex dimension 1 with their boundaries on the d.b.s. For these

the (complex) one-dimensional Dirichlet problem can be solved in the usual

way and hence the function be defined on the whole boundary. The domain is

then decomposed in a two parameter family of nonintersecting segments of

analytic surfaces (of complex dimension one). The boundaries lie on the

boundary of the domain and then for each analytic surface the one dimen-

sional boundary value problem is solved and thus a function defined in the

whole domain (compare a more detailed description for the case of analytic

polyhedra in Bergman [5, pp. 150-152] and Bremermann [10]).

The process of the decomposition of the domain in a family of analytic

surfaces is not unique and hence there are different extended classes.

In the case of an analytic polyhedron with k defining functions there are

in general k different extended classes.

We show in 7.7 that the functions of Bergman's extended classes are larger

or equal our plurisubharmonic solution. For a special case Bergman has al-

ready proved the existence of <p(z) and $>(z) (Bergman [4]) and used them as

estimates for his functions. At that time the theory of plurisubharmonic func-

tions was in its infancy and very little known.

Besides this type of extended class Bergman has also defined a second

type of extended class. Here the function is first defined on the whole bound-

ary as above but then the harmonic solution of these boundary values is taken,

and it applies what has been said in the introduction about the harmonic

functions. Compare Bergman [4; 5] and [6]. For a more complete bibliog-

raphy on Bergman's work on his extended classes see Bergman [6]. Recently

a third type of extended class for domains that permit a group of automor-

phisms has been considered by Lowdenslager [22, 22a].

3. Plurisubharmonic functions, pseudo-convex domains. 3.1. Plurisub-

harmonic functions and pseudo-convex domains have been studied exten-

sively in recent years. (Compare Lelong [19], Bremermann [10].) We recall

here mainly the definitions.

A real valued function V(z) is plurisubharmonic in a domain D if and

only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) - oo g V(z) < °o.

(b) V(z) is upper semi-continuous.

(c) The restriction of V(z) to any analytic plane E= {z|z=z0+Xa} (of

complex dimension one) is subharmonic in the intersection EC\D.

If V(z) is twice continuously differentiable, then V(z) is plurisubharmonic

if and only if

"      dW
ddV =   zZ-r dz»dZ' = °-

ji,»=i dzjizv
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3.2. Pseudo-convex domains (Compare Bremermann [10]). A domain D

is pseudo-convex if and only if D is of the form

D = lim D„        Dt C Dr+i C D,

where

Dr= {z\ V,(z) < 0),

where V,(z) is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of P„.

3.3. A domain D is strictly pseudo-convex if and only if D is of the form

D = {z\ Viz) < 0],

where V(z) is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D and

»      d2V
dd V =   Zj  -~ dz^dZy

is positive definite on the boundary of D.

4. The generalized Dirichlet problem for strictly pseudo-convex domains.

4.1. Theorem. Let D be a bounded strictly pseudo-convex domain. Let b(z)

be continuous real values prescribed on the boundary dD of D. Then the upper

envelope tp(z) of all functions plurisubharmonic in D that are smaller or equal

b(z) on 3D exists and is plurisubharmonic in D and assumes the given boundary

values, that means for any sequence z„—>Zo, z,ED, z0£<3P we have lim sup <p(z,)

= b(z0).

Proof. Let us denote the family of functions that are plurisubharmonic

in D and smaller or equal b(z) on dD by 2(b(z), D).

(1) %(b(z), D) is bounded from above in D. Therefore <p(z) exists and is

plurisubharnonic as upper envelope of an upper bounded family of pluri-

subharmonic functions.

(2) cp(z)'=b(z) ondD.

D can by assumption be represented in the form

D = {z\ Viz) < Oj,

Viz) plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D.

We now consider the function

V*(z) = Viz) -e\\z-z0\\2,

where ||z||2= |zi| 2+ • • ■ +1z„|2, e>0 and constant. We have

n

dde||z — z0||2 = t zZ dz^dzy..
c-l

D is by assumption strictly pseudo-convex, that means ddV>0 in D, and

is bounded. Hence there exists a 6>0 such that
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n

ddV > S zZ dzy.dzp. in D.
M-l

Thus if we make «<5, then V*(z) is still a plurisubharmonic function in D.

We have F*(z0)=0 and

V*(z) < OinD- {zo}.

If we multiply V*(z) by a constant c>0, then cV*(z) has the same properties

as V*(z), and by taking c large enough we achieve that

cV*(z) + 0(20) < b(z) + t' on dD

for arbitrary small e'>0.

Let F(z0, e'; z) =cV*(z) +b(z0) —e', then this function has the property

V(zo, t';z) < b(z) ondD

and

V(z0, e';z0) = 4(zo) ~e'.

Hence the upper envelope i/v(z) of the family

{V(zo, t';z) for allzoG dD}

satisfies

b(z) - t' = i/v(z) ^ A(z) for z G 3/»

and every e'>0.

The class F(z0, e'; z), z0GdD, e'>0 is a subclass of S(o(z), /)).

Consequently

cb(z) = upper envelope of 2(b(z), D)

has the property

tb(z) 2: b(z)        for z G dD.

(3)  It is not trivial to conclude that

tj>(z) ̂  b(z) on a/>.

Example. Let us take the punctured unit disc {z|o<|z[ <l} in the plane

of one complex variable. Leto(z)=l on \z\ =1 and b(0) =0. Then there exist

plurisubharmonic = subharmonic functions (for dimension one) that assume

these boundary values (for example \z\), however the upper envelope of all

subharmonic functions smaller than or equal to b(z) on the boundary is the

function <p(z) = \, which violates <p(z)^b(z).

Let V**(z) — — V*(z), then V**(z) is plurbreperharmonic. The pluri-

superharmonic functions are a subclass of the superharmonic functions. Hence

V** has the properties
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(1) V**(z) is superharmonic in D,

(2) F**(z0)=0,

(3) F**(z)>0on D-{z0}.

A function with such properties is a barrier (comp. Kellog [17]). Thus a

barrier exists for every boundary point z0 of D. As a consequence the Dirichlet

problem for harmonic functions is solvable for D (and continuous boundary

values (comp. Kellog [17]). Hence there exists a harmonic function h(z) in D,

continuous in D assuming the given boundary values b(z).

Now every ip(z)E%(b(z), D) is plurisubharmonic and therefore in par-

ticular subharmonic in D.

We have \p(z) ^b(z) =h(z) on dD, and hence, by the fundamental property

of the subharmonic functions the same inequality holds also in D.

Hence \p(z) ^h(z) in D and therefore

sup {^(z)} g h(z) in D.

Now h(z) is continuous in D, hence

4>(z) = lim sup sup j^(z')} ^ h(z) in D

and therefore

4>(z) ̂  b(z) on dD.

Under (2) we have proved that

4>(z) = biz) on dD,

therefore

</>(z) = biz) on dD,

and in particular lim sup2'^ <K2') =biz) on 3D lor any sequence z'—rz, zED,

z'ED. q.e.d.
5. The generalized Dirichlet problem for analytic polyhedra. An analytic

polyhedron ty is given by k functions /i(z) • • • /*(z), &2;m, that are holo-

morphic in a domain D such that

$ = {z| |/!(z)|   < 1, • • •, |/a(z)|   < 1, zG PJ,

and^PCCP.
Instead of |/y(z) | < 1 one could consider /y(z) £Ay where Ay is a domain in

the complex plane. We will limit ourselves to the above type. Any domain of

holomorphy can be approximated by such analytic polyhedra.

Let

'h-Jn = d%n{z\  \fhiz) |   = 1, • • • ,  |/;„(z) |=1}.

Then the "distinguished boundary surface" of 'tfi, in the following denoted

by 5<p\ is
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8% = U       <rh...Jn,
«i---y„)sA

where A is the set of all re-tuples with jx <j2 < • ■ ■ <jn formed from re differ-

ent numbers j,G{l, ■ ■ • . k}.

5.1. Among the pseudo-convex domains the analytic polyhedra are in a

way the opposite of the strictly pseudo-convex domains. Let V(z)

= sup {log |/i(z)|, • • • ,log |/*(z)|},then^={z|F(z)<0,zGZ>},andrW

is zero everywhere on the boundary with the exception of the distinguished

boundary surface.

5.2. Let none of the functions/y defining ^} be a constant. Then any func-

tion that is plurisubharmonic in ty and smaller than a constant M on Sty is

smaller than M in $. In other words the maximum principle holds for Sty and

'p. Note that the moduli of holomorphic functions are in particular plurisub-

harmonic, and hence the maximum principle holds for them.

Let

cj = yr\{z\ \fj(z)\ = i},

<Thh = yr\{z\   \fh(z)\    =  1,   \fj2(Z)   1  =  1}

etc. till o-jl.. .jn. As none of the /y is a constant, {z\ |/y(s) | = 1} is of real di-

mension 2re—1. Now if <Tj is of dimension 2re—1 then it is composed of a

collection of analytic surfaces

yn{z\fj(z) =e»}.

fj(z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood D oi ty. Then the analytic variety

fj(z) =ei', has no boundary points in the interior of D. Therefore the boundary

of

lp C\ \z | fj(z) = e**} is on U        <ry.,.
p—X,---,k,i>rij

li aj is not of dimension 2re —1, then it must be empty or it must be a subset

Of Up_i,...,jfe;PF.jO-y,p.

A plurisubharmonic function that is smaller or equal M on Up=i,... ,k.jPflja>,„

is smaller or equal M on cr,- because the maximum principle (compare Bremer-

mann [10, p. 22]) holds for analytic surfaces and plurisubharmonic functions

(even if cry has singularities because the singularities are analytic surfaces of

lower dimension or isolated points).

We can repeat the conclusion for ay,/,, etc. till we reach cry,.. .yn. Here we

have to stop because in general the intersection of the zeros of re holomorphic

functions is no longer an analytic surface without boundary in D but con-

sists of isolated points. Hence we conclude.

If V^Mon 5$, then F= M on 5<P and hence VgM in %

5.3. Theorem. Let ty be an analytic polyhedron such that all the sets

[z\fjl(z)=ei3'i, ■ ■ • , /y„(z) =eid>», zGD} are of dimension zero or empty for any
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n-tuple ji ■ ■ ■ jnwith ji< ■ ■ ■ <jnand0^dj1^2ir, - ■ ■ , 0 ^$jn = 2ir. Let biz)

be continuous boundary values prescribed on 8*$. Then the upper envelope <p(z)

of the class of all functions that are plurisubharmonic in ty and smaller or equal

b(z) on 8%^ exists and assumes the values b(z) in the sense that lim sup cf>(z") = b(zo)

for every sequence z"—>Zo, z'Ety, ZoE8^.

(1) The existence of cp(z) follows from the fact that the maximum principle

holds for 5^3 and ip as proved in 5.2.

(2) cp(z)-=b(z) for zE8%<:

Let ZoE8%<, thenfjl(z0)=ei»h, ■ ■ ■ , /,„(zo)=e«'». Let x(£) = (f+o/l+c),

ci real and a>0.

Let us denote x(fj(z)/ei9') by gj(z), then

gjiz) = 1 for zE {z'I/aV) = «*"}

and

\g,(z)\   < 1 onf - {*|/,(«) = «*}

hence if P(z)=log \gil(z)\ + • • • +log |f3„(z)| we have

i7(z) is plurisubharmonic in ty

and

Viz) = 0 for z E S = \z | Mz) = e*i, • • • ,/y„(z) = ««»«.}

and

P(z) < 0 for z E f ~ S.

Because of our assumption that S(~^\D is zero dimensional (or empty)

there are besides Zo at most finitely many points z(l), • • • , zM oi S on 8ty.

Through each one of the points z(1), • • • , zM we take an analytic plane

of dimension m —1 that does not contain z0. These planes can be written in

the form

{z | lviz) = 0}, where

/„(z) = aVlZi + • • • + a,nzn + a„0

(zi • • • zn the coordinates of z). Then the sum

log | hiz) |   + • • • + log | hiz) |

is — oo at the points z(1>, • • • , z(,) but finite at Zo. We add a constant c0 such

that the sum has the value zero at Zo-

By multiplying the functions log |g;i(2)|, • • • , log |g/„(z)| with positive

real constants c3l, • • • , C/„ sufficiently large we achieve that the function

U*iz) = chlog | ghiz) |  + • • ■ + Cjjog | gjniz) |  + log | hiz) | + • • •

+  log    I  ls(z) |     +  Co
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has the property that

(1) 77*(z) is plurisubharmonic in $,

(2) <7*(z„)=0,

(3) t7*(z)<0on$-{z0}.

From here <j>(z) 2to(z) on 5$ follows exactly as in 4.1.

We note for an application in §6 that we can choose the constants

civ ' ' ' i cir. as integers. Therefore eu w is the modulus of a holomorphic

function:

eu-w =  | h<z) |   =    fj (gjv(z))\- II k(z)-e°> .
r—l ia—1

We have

(a) h(z) is holomorphic in <p,

(b) h(zo)\=l,

(c) h(z)\ <l on ^-{z0}.

(3) 4>(z)<b(z).
For every e>0 we can find a constant c>0 such that the function

U**(z) = - cU*(z) + b(z0) + e

has the property

U**(z) 2: b(z) on 8$.

Let \p(z) be any function in the class of functions that are plurisubharmonic

in ^5 and smaller or equal b(z) on 5*$, then

i(z) - U**(z) ^ 0 on oip.

Now ip(z) — U**(z) is plurisubharmonic, hence because the maximum prin-

ciple holds for d^} and ty we have that the inequality holds also in ty, hence

xb(z) ̂  77**(z) in f.

Then the same inequality holds also for 4>(z), the upper envelope of all

\}t(z). U**(z) is continuous, therefore

lim sup tp(zv) ^ t7**(zo) = b(z0) + e.

This holds for every e>0, hence

lim sup tp(z") ^ b(z0)

for arbitrary ZoGbty and z'Gty- q.e.d.

6. The Silov boundary. Summarizing the results of §4 and 5: We have

seen that the Dirichlet problem can be solved by plurisubharmonic functions:

(a) for strictly pseudo-convex domains and the values prescribed on the

whole boundary
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(b) for analytic polyhedra and the values prescribed on the distinguished

boundary surface only.

We will see in §7 that in the case of more general domains we have to

prescribe the boundary values on no more and no less than a certain subset

of the boundary which in the theory of Banach algebras (Mirkil [23], Arens-

Singer [l]) is known as the "Silov boundary." Thus we are led to determine

the Silov boundary of a domain, a problem which is also of interest for

Banach algebras (de Leuuw [18]). A rather general though not exhaustive

solution is given in the following.

6.1. The Silov boundary .S of a domain D is the smallest closed subset of

dD such that for every function/ holomorphic in D and continuous in D we

have

if |/|   ^MonS,    then     |/|   ^ M in P.

In other words 5 is the smallest closed subset of P such that the maximum

principle holds for S, D and the class of moduli of holomorphic functions in

P. For a proof of the existence and uniqueness of the Silov boundary see

Loomis [21, p. 80]. (A similar though not identical notion has also been intro-

duced by Bergman [7], who called "Maximumflache" any subset of the

boundary dP of a domain P such that the maximum principle holds for dP

and P with respect to the functions that are holomorphic in a neighborhood

of P).
6.2. To prove 6.3 we need the following lemma (which holds also for

Stein manifolds) (Bremermann [8, p. 10 and p. 61; 14]):

Lemma. Let U(z) be plurisubharmonic and continuous in G. Then for any

GEEG and for any e>0 there exist k functions fi, •••,/* holomorphic in G

and k positive constants Ci, ■ ■ ■ , ck such that

for z E G:  U(z) - e ^ sup [a log  | fi(z) \ , - ■ ■   , ck log | fk(z) \ }  ^ U(z).

6.3. Theorem. Let D be a bounded strictly pseudo-convex domain, then the

Silov boundary is identical with the whole boundary of D.

Proof. Let z0 be an arbitrary point on dD. Let V*(z) be the function of

4.1, that means V*(z) is plurisubharmonic in D, V*(z0) =0 and V*(z) <0 for

zED-[zo).
If we multiply V*(z) by a constant c>0 we can make cV*(z) smaller

— 2e outside of the intersection of an arbitrarily small neighborhood A^(z0) of

z0 with P.

Now we apply our lemma with U(z) =cV*(z) and G a neighborhood of P.

Then one of the functions /i • • • /*, let it be /,-„, has the property that

cV*(zo) - e ^ cj0 log  |/>0(z0) |   = cV*(za),

and for zED: cia log |/,0(z)| ^cV*(z). Hence
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-e^Cj0 log  |/,„(«„) |   ^0

and

cio log |/y0(z) |   < - 2e for z G D - N(z0).

Thus cJo log |/y0(z) I assumes its maximum with respect to D in N(zo).

Hence -/V(z0) contains points that belong to the Silov boundary of D. This is

true for arbitrarily small neighborhoods N(z0) of z0, therefore and because

the Silov boundary is a closed set, z0 belongs to it. z0 was an arbitrary point

on dD. Hence dD = Silov boundary of D.

6.4. Let ^P be an analytic polyhedron satisfying the conditions of 5.3. Then

the Silov boundary is identical with the distinguished boundary 5$ of ty.

The function h(z) constructed in the proof of 5.3 has the properties (for

an arbitrary point ZoGS^P).

(1) h(z) is holomorphic in *$.

(2) h(z0)\=l.

(3) h(z)\ <l on $-{20}.

Hence z0 belongs to the Silov boundary of ^3, which we denote in the

following by .SOP). Therefore

tfpcs(sp).

On the other hand it has been shown in 5.2 that the maximum principle

holds for 5^P and IP and the class of moduli of functions holomorphic in ^J. But

it is easy to see that the max principle holds also for 6^5 and ty, and the class

of moduli of functions that are holomorphic in ^P and continuous in $, because

according to the Oka-Weil theory the functions holomorphic in ^3 can be

approximated by functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of *$. Hence

S(^) C 8$

and therefore

S0P) = 5$ q.e.d.

6.5. Thus we have determined the Silov boundary for two important

classes of domains of holomorphy.

The problem to determine the Silov boundary of an arbitrary domain

cannot be solved simply by an approximation of the given domain by domains

of a simple type whose Silov boundary is known. Any domain of holomorphy

can be approximated by strictly pseudo-convex domains as well as by analytic

polyhedra. (In particular we can approximate an analytic polyhedron by

strictly pseudo-convex domain.) This shows that it is possible that for a

sequence D„—>D we have lim S(DV) 9*S(D).

Thus the problem to determine the Silov boundary of domains other than

strictly pseudo-convex domain and analytic polyhedra requires further in-

vestigations. Before these we should like to note the following:
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Lemma. Let \DV] be a sequence with DvEDy+iED, lim D, = D, D bounded.

Then we have for the Silov boundaries

lim S(D,) 3 5(D).

Proof. Let/ be any function holomorphic in D, continuous in P.

Let v be so large that if |/| ^ M on lim S(D,) then |/| ^ Af+e/2 on S(D,)

and hence on dP„, and if |/| ^M+e/2 on dP„ then |/| ^M+e on dD.

This obviously is possible because P is bounded and/ is continuous in P.

Hence we have: If |/| ^A/on lim S(P„), then |/| =M+e on 3D. This holds

for every e > 0, hence the maximum principle holds for lim S(D,) and dD. This

implies

lim5(P.) 3 5(B).

As we have seen S(D) can actually be smaller than lim S(D„).

6.6. In treating the problem to determine the Silov boundary of arbitrary

domains D two cases have to be distinguished.

(1) P is not a domain of holomorphy.

(2) P is a domain of holomorphy.

The following lemma reduces Case 1 to Case 2 and to the problem of

determining the envelope of holomorphy of P. (The envelope of holomorphy

can be calculated by a process described in Bremermann [13].)

Theorem. The Silov boundary S(D) of a bounded domain D is equal to the

Silov boundary of the envelope of holomorphy E(D) of D:

S(D) = S(E(D))

Corollary.

S(E(D)) QdDC\dE(D).

Proof. Let

Ai = dE(D) r\ dD,

A2 = dD - Al

Let/(z) be an arbitrary function holomorphic in P and continuous in P. Let

maxj-eD |/| =M. Suppose |/| would assume its maximum with respect to P

at the point z0£A2. Then we would have

/(so) = Me*.

Now f(z) is holomorphic on A2 as A2CP(P) hence f(z) = Me<0 is an analytic

surface in E(D), that does not intersect P (unless/ = const.)

Then the function

(f(z) - Me*)-1
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would be holomorphic in D but have a pole at the point z0 in E(D). This is

not possible because any function holomorphic in D is holomorphic in E(D).

Therefore/(z) assumes its maximum in D on Ai, unless /(z) = constant.

Hence

if | f(z) |   g M on Ai,    then     | f(z) \   ^MinD,

and it follows

S(D) C Ai.

Any function g(z) holomorphic in D assumes in E(D) only values that it

assumes already in D (otherwise (g(z) — a)"1 would be holomorphic in D but

not in E(D)). Therefore if g(z) is holomorphic in E(D) and continuous in

E(D), and

if  | g(z) |   ^ M on S(D),    then     | g(z) |   g If in E(D),

and because of continuity

| g(z) \   S Min E(D).

It follows

S(E(D)) C Ai    and   S(D) 2 S(E(D)).

On the other hand it is trivial that S(D)C.S(E(D)), hence we have

S(D) = S(E(D)).

6.7. After having reduced the Case 1 to the case of domains of holo-

morphy we have to determine the Silov boundaries of the latter.

We consider in the following bounded domains of holomorphy D that can

be represented in the form

D = {z\ V(z) < 0},

where V(z) is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D. This class of domains

of holomorphy (pseudo-convex domains) is rather general. (The most general

domains of holomorphy // (pseudo-convex domains) are limits of monotone

increasing sequences of domains of the above type. (Compare Bremermann

[10]).

6.8. Theorem. Let D be bounded and let D= [z\ V(z) <0}, where V(z) is

plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D. Then all those points of dD where

dd V exists in a neighborhood and is positive definite belong to the Silov boundary

S{p).

Proof. Let ZoGdD and ddF at Zo be positive definite. Then ddV is posi-

tive definite in a neighborhood of z0. Then

V(z) - e\\z- soil2
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is for e sufficiently small still plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of z0 in

particular for [z\ \\z— z0|| =r\, for some r sufficiently small.

Let now u(z) be a (C2) function that coincides with c\\z— z0||2 for ||z—z0||

^r/2, where c is some positive constant, and such that

m(z) = const.

for \\z— z0|| ~=r, such that

n

ddu ^ dd||z — z0||2 = e zZ dz^dz^.
11-1

Such a function u(z) obviously exists. Then

V*(z) = V(z) - u(z)\\z - zo\\2

has the following properties:

(1) V*(z) is plurisubharmonic and continuous in a neighborhood of P.

(2) V*(z0)=0.

(3) F*(z)<0 in P-{z0}.

Thus the function V*(z) constructed here has the same properties as the

function—denoted by the same symbol—used in 6.3, and hence, as has been

proved there, there exists a function holomorphic in P that assumes its maxi-

mum with respect to D in an arbitrary small neighborhood A'(zo) and is

smaller in D-N(zo)CXD. It follows that z0 belongs to S(D).

6.9. Theorem. Let D satisfy the conditions of 6.7, let V be of (C2), and let

Zo be such that 33 V = 0 for all directions in a neighborhood of z0. Then ZoES(D).

Under the assumptions made Viz) is pluriharmonic in a neighborhood

of Zo and can be written V(z) =log |g|, where g(z) 9*0 and holomorphic in a

neighborhood of z0.

Then, if r small enough, we have through every point of \z\ V(z)=0\

f~\ \z\ \\z — z0\\ =r\ an analytic surface g(z) =e'9 whose boundary is totally on

the intersection of 3D and {z|||z —z0|| <r}. For these analytic surfaces the

maximum principle holds. Hence any function holomorphic in D and con-

tinuous in P that is smaller than a constant M on

dDC\ [z\ \\z - So|| = r)

is smaller M in all points of

dDC\ [z\ \\z- z0\\ = r).

Hence

ZoES(D).

Remark. 6.8 and 6.9 give almost a complete characterization of the Silov

boundary. As we have shown above
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dDC, \z\ddV > 0} GS(D).

Now S(D) is a closed set. Therefore, if there exist points where ddV=0 for some

direction on the boundary of D, then S(D) will contain such points. Examples

can be given (tube domains) that show that the points where ddV=0 can even

fill an analytic surface.

However, we conjecture: Those points zaGdD where ddV is zero for some

complex direction, and where the same is true also for z in a neighborhood of z0,

do not belong to S(D).

In the following we note some properties of the Silov boundary that are

useful for the next section.

6.10. Let zoGS(D). Then there exists a function f holomorphic in D and

continuous in D that assumes its maximum with respect to D in dDf~\N(zo),

where N(z0) is an arbitrary small neighborhood of z0, and f is smaller than its

maximum in D — N(z0).

This follows immediately from the definition of the Silov boundary.

6.11. If D is of the form D= {z\ F(z)<0}, V(z) plurisubharmonic in a

neighborhood of D, then any function holomorphic in D can be approximated

in any D0 that is relative compact in D by functions holomorphic in a neigh-

borhood of D. This follows from the fact that V(z) is plurisubharmonic in a

neighborhood, and hence the functions in D can be approximated by func-

tions in {z| V(z) <e} for e sufficiently small according to a result by Bremer-

mann [14]. Then, however, we can also approximate the functions that are

holomorphic in D and continuous in D in all of D. Hence we have

Lemma. If D is of the form D={z\ F(z)<0}, then 6.10 is true already for

a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of D.

6.12. H. Behnke and F. Korte [16] have introduced already in 1935 a
classification of the boundary points of a domain into "supporting points"

("Stiitzpunkte") and "flat points" ("Flachpunkte").

Given a domain D and a subdomain GGD, then the envelopes of holo-

morphy E(G) and E(D) may coincide, or not, depending upon G.

If z(0) is a boundary point of D such that it is also a boundary point of all

subdomains of G for which E(G)=E(D), then z(0) is called a "supporting

point," otherwise a "flat point." In other words z(0) is a flat point if and only

if for sufficiently small neighborhoods N(z(m) we have E(D — 7V(z(0))) =E(D).

For re = 2 and domains of holomorphy with a sufficiently smooth boundary

H. Behnke and K. Stein have given a characterization of the supporting

points and flat points by means of Levi's differential expression (H. Behnke

and K. Stein [3]).

Theorem. The Silov boundary of a domain D coincides exactly with the set

of "supporting boundary points" of D.
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Proof. Let z(0) be a flat point, then there exists a neighborhood N(z(0))

such that E(D — N(z*-m))=E(D). Then, according to Theorem 6.6 we have

S(D) = 5(P(P)) = S(EiD - A(z«»))) C d(D - A(z<°>))

Hence

S(D) Pi Niz«») = 0.

Therefore z(0) does not belong to 5(P). On the other hand a point z(1) on the

Silov boundary cannot be a flat point, because there exist functions holo-

morphic in P assuming their maximum arbitrarily close to the given point

z(1). Hence there exist constants a and functions P(z), holomorphic in D such

that F(z) =a for some zED, but/(z) 9*a outside an arbitrary small neighbor-

hood of z(1). This implies that for no neighborhood N(zw) of z(1) we have

P(P) =E(D — N(z(l))). Hence z(1) is a supporting point.

7. The Dirichlet problem for more general domains.

7.1. We now return to the question of the generalized Dirichlet problem

for plurisubharmonic functions.

As we have seen above, the (generalized) Dirichlet problem is possible

for the upper envelope cp(z) of all functions that are holomorphic in D and

smaller or equal the prescribed boundary values if:

(a) D is strictly pseudo-convex and bounded and the values b(z) are pre-

scribed in the Silov boundary S(D);

(b) D is an analytic polyhedron and the values b(z) are prescribed on

S(D).
We want to investigate the problem for more general domains.

Two cases have to be distinguished:

(1) The case where P is a domain of holomorphy.

(2) P is not a domain of holomorphy.

Theorem. For bounded domains of holomorphy of the type D = jz| V(z) <0 J,

V(z) plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D, the Silov boundary with respect

to the class of moduli of holomorphic functions and the Silov boundary with re-

spect to the class of functions that are plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D

coincide.

(Under the Silov boundary of D with respect to a class of functions 8

we understand the smallest closed subset 5? of 3D such that if /£8 and

f=~M on Se, then/^ M in P.) This follows immediately from Lemma 6.2 and

from 6.11.
The theorem does not hold for certain domains that are not domains of holo-

morphy. The example given in Bremermann [ll] shows that there exists a

domain D and a function V(z) plurisubharmonic in D such that V(z) =0 on

S(D) but V(z) >0 in certain points of P.

Thus Case 2 cannot be reduced to Case 1 (as it could be in the determina-

tion of the (ordinary) Silov boundaries). We treat in the following only Case 1.
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7.2. Let 2(D, b(z)) be the class of functions that are plurisubharmonic in

a neighborhood of D and smaller or equal the boundary values b(z) wherever

these are prescribed.

Theorem. Let D be a bounded pseudo-convex domain of the form D

= \z\ V(z) <0 J, V(z) plurisubharmonic and continuous in a neighborhood of D.

Then the (generalized) Dirichlet problem is possible for the upper envelope d>(z)

of 2(D, b(z)) and arbitrary continuous boundary values b(z) if and only if the

boundary values b(z) are prescribed on and only on the Silov boundary S(D) of D.

(1) <p(z) cannot be larger on dD than its maximum on S(D). Hence tp(z)

cannot assume any values on dD — S(D) that are larger than the maximum

of the values prescribed on S(D). Hence it is clear that one cannot prescribe

arbitrary boundary values on a subset of dD that is not contained in S(D).

(2) On the other hand we have seen in 6.10 and 6.11 that under the condi-

tions of our theorem there exists for any zoGS(D) and arbitrarily small r, a

function /, holomorphic in D that assumes its maximum with respect to D in

dD(~\{z\ ||z —Zo|| <r} and is smaller than its maximum in 3D— {z\ \\z — z0|| <r}.

Hence if the values b(z) are prescribed such that a neighborhood of a point

ZoGS(D) is left out, then we have an r and a function / such that |/| is

smaller or equal to M=max b(z) in dD— {z\ \\z— z0\\ <r}, but |/| > Min some

points of i>n{z| ||z—z0|| <r}. Then the function

|g(*)|   =M(\f\/MY

is for re large enough, larger than any given number N in some points of

Dn{z| ||z—z0|| <r}, but still smaller or equal to b(z) in dD— [z\ ||z — z0|| <r}.

The function | g(z) | is in particular plurisubharmonic in D, hence in the

class g(X>, b(z)).

It shows that the class 8(23, b(z)) is not bounded from above in D and

hence the upper envelope tf>(z) does not exist.

Points (1) and (2) combined show that the (generalized) Dirichlet prob-

lem is possible for D only if the values b(z) are prescribed exactly on S(D).

This proves half of our theorem.

(3) The converse, that <p(z) exists and assumes the given values b(z) (in

the sense that lim sup*-.* d>(z') =b(z)), follows from 6.11 in almost exactly the

same way as in 4.1.

Remark. Theorems 4.1 and 5.3 now follow from Theorems 7.2, 6.3, and

6.4. We have nevertheless given direct proofs in 4.1 and 5.3 as they are

simpler than the argument involving the Silov boundary and do not make use

(as 6.3 and 7.2 do) of the rather deep Lemma 6.2.

7.3. Corollary for one complex variable. Let D be a bounded domain

in the plane of one complex variable, D={z\ V(z) <0}, where V(z) is continuous

and subharmonic in a neighborhood of D. Then the Dirichlet problem (for har-

monic functions) is possible for D.
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This follows from 7.2 if we know that S(D)=3D (because 7.2 holds in

particular for n = 1, and because in this case the upper envelope tp(z) is har-

monic, which is well known. The "Dirichlet problem is possible" means that

cp(z) actually assumes the given boundary values. S(D)=3D does not hold

for instance if P is the unit disc minus the origin).

If P is of the form described above, then P is relative compact in the

larger domain P«= |z| V(z) <e}, for some e>0, and D is relatively simply con-

nected with respect to P, (compare Bremermann [14]).

Let Zo be a point on the boundary, then the function l/(z—z0) has a

pole at z0 and is otherwise holomorphic in P. However, because P is relatively

simply connected and compact in P„ the pole can be moved to ZiED, — D

such that l/(z —Zi) has its maximum with respect to D at Zo- It follows that

the Silov boundary is the whole boundary.

7.4. Properties of the plurisubharmonic solution. The plurisubharmonic

solution as described above has the following properties:

(1) The solution cp(z) for values on S(D) is unique.

(2) If the values b(z) belong to the real part h(z) of a holomorphic function,

then h(z)=b(z). This property follows from the fact that the pluriharmonic

functions form a subclass of the plurisubharmonic functions, and that every

^(z)£8(P. b(z)) is majorized by h(z). (Conditions that b(z) belongs to a

holomorphic function have been given by Severi [31 ] and Lewy [20 ], while

Rizza [30 ] has given an integral formula expressing a pluriharmonic function

by its values on the boundary of a pseudo-convex domain.)

(3) cp(z) is pseudo-conformally invariant. More precisely: Let z*(z) be a

one to one pseudo-conformal mapping of a neighborhood of D onto a neigh-

borhood of D*. Let b*(z*)=b(z(z*)). If then cb(z) is the solution of b(z) on

S(D), then <p(z(z*)) is the solution of b*(z*) on S(D*).

This follows from the fact that under these conditions S(D) is transformed

into S(D*) and, because every function pseudo-convex in P is transformed

into a pseudo-convex function in P* and vice versa, the class 8(P, b(z)) is

transformed into 2(D*, b*(z*)).

(4) cp(z) is subadditive, but in general not additive. That means: Let

4>i(z) be the solution of bi(z),

4>i(z) the solution of b2(z),

4>(z) the solution of bi(z) + bi(z),

then

4>i(z) + 4>i(z) g cb(z) in D,

and it actually happens for certain domains and certain boundary values that

equality does not hold.

If cpi(z) assumes the values bi(z) and tpi(z) the values bi(z), then cpi(z)
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+d>i(z) will assume the values Oi(z)+02(z). However, while <f>i(z) is the upper

envelope of the plurisubharmonic functions assuming bi and <pi correspond-

ingly, we cannot conclude that c/>i+c/>2 is also the upper envelope of

8CA &i(z) + b2(z)).

Hence the above inequality follows, and examples that the equality actually

breaks down can be given easily in the form of tube-domains.

7.5. Remark. The fact that <p(z) is subadditive but not additive prevents

the representation of <p(z) in the form of an integral over the boundary values

(analog to the solution of the Dirichlet problem for harmonic functions by

harmonic measures).

Such an integral representation is convenient for the actual calculation of

<p(z) for a specific problem and to derive estimates. The connection with the

theory of envelopes of holomorphy, which is treated in the following section,

provides us with a substitute that serves both these purposes.

7.6. The plurisuperharmonic solution. If we would have taken the pluri-

superharmonic functions larger or equal b(z) on S(D) and the lower envelope

we would have obtained a plurisuperharmonic solution $(z). Obviously <$(z)

exists if and only if <p(z) exists. We have

<t>(z) = $(z) on S(D)

and

<t>(z) ^ Hz) in D.

If equality holds in one interior point of D, then it holds for all points of D and

<p(z) =$(z) is pluriharmonic. This follows because if 4>(z) is phirisuperhar-

monic, then —$(z) is plurisMoharmonic, hence d>(z) — <£(z) is plurisubharmonic,

hence takes its maximum on S(D). On S(D), however, we have d>(z) —$(z) =0,

therefore <p(z) <$(z) in D. If equality holds at an interior point of D, then

the plurisubharmonic function <p(z) — $(z) takes its maximum at an interior

point and hence must be a constant. Also, then tp(z) =3>(z) is plurisub- and

superharmonic, hence pluriharmonic.

In particular the harmonic solution of the boundary value problem exists

(this follows as in 4.1). (If S(D)9*dD we can prescribe cp(z) on all of dD as

boundary values.) We have

<p(z) g h(z) = <i>(z) in D,

and if equality holds in one interior point of D, then in all points of D.

h(z) is not invariant under pseudo-conformal transformations, but <p(z)

and 3>(z) are. Hence we have:

Lemma. Let h(z), <f>(z) and <J>(z) be the harmonic, plurisub- and plurisuper-

harmonic solutions of the boundary values b(z) on S(D). Let h*(z*) be the har-
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monic solution of the corresponding boundary value problem for D*, where D*

is the image of D under the one-to-one pseudo-conformal transformation z*(z)

of a neighborhood of D. Then, in general,

h(z) 9* h*(z*(z)),

however

4>iz) ̂  h*iz*iz)) £ $(z).

Corollary. Let D = {z\ V(z) <0} and D* be the image of D under a one-to-

one pseudo-conformal transformation z*(z) of a neighborhood of D. Let h(z) be

harmonic in D, h*(z*) harmonic in D* and h(z)=h*(z*(z)) on 3D, then

| h(z) — h*(z*(z)) I <$(z) — cp(z), where <p(z) and <J>(z) are the plurisub- and pluri-

superharmonic solutions of the restriction of h(z) to S(D).

7.7. Let DEC2 be a domain such that the distinguished boundary surface

and the Silov boundary coincide. Let cp(z) be the plurisubharmonic solution, <J>(z)

the plurisuperharmonic solution and B(z) a solution of any of the possible Berg-

man extended classes. Then we have

<p(z) g B(z) ^ *(z) in D.

B(z) is either a harmonic function, then the inequality holds, or B(z) is

defined on 3D by decomposing 3D into segments of analytic surfaces whose

boundaries lie on 8D. Then for each segment the ordinary harmonic boundary

value problem is solved. If now cp(z) is the plurisubharmonic solution, then

its restriction to the segments is subharmonic and B(z) =<p(z) on 8D. Hence

by the fundamental property of the subharmonic functions B(z) '=cp(z) holds

on each segment and hence on 3D. B(z) is then defined in P by decomposing

P into a two-parameter family of analytic surfaces with boundaries on 3D

and defining B(z) as the harmonic function that assumes the values in the

intersection with 3D. Therefore the same conclusion as above applies and we

have shown

<b(z) g B(z) in P,

and analogously B(z) =$(z) follows.

Remark. For a special case the existence of cp(z) and $(z) and the above

inequality have already been proved by S. Bergman [3].

7.8. Lemma. // \bi(z)— h(z)\ <e for zES(D), then, if cpi(z) and cpi(z) are

the corresponding solutions, then

| d>i(z) — cbi(z) |   < efor z E D.

If | biiz) -bi(z) | <e, then bi(z) <bi(z) +e, and </>i(z) E2(D, b2(z) + e). The upper

envelope of ?(P, bi(z)+e) is cp2(z)+e. Hence we have

<Pi(z) ̂  tpi(z) + «,
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and for symmetry reasons also

4>i(z) g tpx(z) + e,

hence

| <Px(z) — tpi(z) |   < e.

7.9. Extremal property of tp(z). If <p(z) is the solution of a boundary value

problem and if <p(z) is (C2), then we have at any point z0 in D: ddd> = 0 for some

direction.

Suppose we would have ddd>>a at ZoGD. Then d>(z) — ere(z)||z— z0||2,

where u(z) is as in 6.8 and e sufficiently small, would be still plurisubharmonic

in D, and for some 5>0

<£(z) = tj>(z) -«<(z)||z-zo||2 + 5

would be on S(D) smaller or equal the boundary values b(z) that <p(z) is

assumed to solve. Hence 0(z)G8(/), b(z)), but

4>(z0) > <p(zo),

hence cp(z) could not be the upper envelope of 2(D, b(z)). This is a contradic-

tion. ddd>>0 for all directions is not possible.

8. Connection of d>(z) with the envelopes of holomorphy of Hartogs do-

mains. The plurisubharmonic solution c6(z) as considered in the previous sec-

tions is closely connected with the envelopes of holomorphy of Hartogs do-

mains. As the author has shown in a recent paper (Bremermann [13]) en-

velopes of holomorphy can be calculated explicitly. And thus we are provided

with a method actually to calculate <£(z).

8.1. Let Z?={z| F(z)<0}, satisfying the usual conditions. Let b(z) be

continuous boundary values prescribed on the Silov boundary S(D).

It is inconvenient to have the boundary values only on S(D). We con-

tinue them to a function <p*(z) defined in all of D:

4>*(z) = b(z) on S(D),

<t>*(z) =   max b(z) on D - S(D).
zeS(D)

Then we have d>(z) =<p*(z) on S(D) and

tp(z) g tj>*(z) in D.

We now consider the pointset

H = {(z, w) | z G D, | w |   < «-**«}.

In the following we will determine the envelope of holomorphy of this point

set, which is closely related to the "Hartogs domains."
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8.2. In [10; 12] the author has proved the following lemma:

Let G be a domain in the space of s complex variables £i ■ • • £,. Let

d..o(f) = sup r 3 {$•' | i' - t + \a, | X |   < r\ C G,

in other words dai0(£) is the distance of the point f from the boundary of G

in the (complex) direction a. Yet A be a domain on an analytic plane

{fk = fo + r6},

let AEG. Let h(£) be harmonic (as a function of t) in A and continuous in A.

Let

p g minda,o({)eh<-l).
reaA

Then any function holomorphic in G can be continued holomorphically into

the point set

{f|f = f + Aa,  |X|   <Me-A(f,),rGA}.

Remark. In [12] the lemma is stated only under the assumption that

x(z) =eh<-z)+ih'<-*), where h*(z) is a conjugate harmonic function of h(z), is

holomorphic and hence single valued in A. In the proof is used only that

|x(z)| is single valued, but not x(z) itself. Hence we can state the lemma in

the above form.

In the following we apply this lemma to H. As direction a we choose the

w-plane, a = (0, ■ ■ ■ , 0, 1). H is not an open set. If we speak of a function

"holomorphic in H" we mean that it is holomorphic in an open set N(II)

containing H.

Then da,Nmiz, 0)=e-o'W in P.

Let now P be any one dimensional analytic plane of the form

P = [z | z = Zo + o-c\,

and A=Pf\P. We observe that

A = [z\ Viz) < 0}

if Viz) is the restriction of F(z) to P. Hence, according to Corollary 7.3, the

ordinary Dirichlet problem for harmonic functions and continuous boundary

values is solvable for A.

The restriction of <p*(z) to dP will in general not be continuous. We there-

fore approximate by continuous functions b*(z) such that

b*(z) ^ <p*(z) on dD.

Then the boundary value problem

h(z) = b*(z) on 3A
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and h(z) harmonic in A is solvable according to the preceding remarks. We

have

da.N(.H)(z, 0) 2: e-**('> 2t e-*<«) 0n dA.

Hence minA da,N(.H->(z, 0)e'l(z)2tl. Hence any function holomorphic in H can

be continued holomorphically into the point set

\(z, w) | z G A, \w\   < e~hM}.

By repeating this for every intersection Pf^D we obtain:

Lemma. Every function holomorphic in H is holomorphically continuable in

the point set:

\(z,w)\zGD, \w\   < e~*M},

where \p(z) is the lower envelope of all the functions Aap(z), where hAP(z) is the

harmonic solution of the boundary value problem

hAp(z) = o*(z) on dAp,

and where Ap is the intersection of D with an arbitrary one-dimensional analytic

plane P.

We note that \p(z) is continuous and \p(z) ^<p(z) in D.

8.3. In order to obtain the envelope of holomorphy of // we continue as

follows :

Let r be a disc on an arbitrary one-dimensional analytic plane P. Then

we take the orthogonal complement 0(P) of P and all discs T* parallel to T,

of same radius as T with centers in 0(P) that lie in D. For these discs we solve

the boundary value problem

hT-(z) = iKz) on ar*

and replace \p(z) in V* by inf {ip(z), hr*(z)}. Doing this for all Y* we obtain

a new function ^r(z). We note that \pr(z) is again continuous.

From our lemma follows that all functions holomorphic in H* can be con-

tinued holomorphically into

{(z, w) | z G D, \w\   < <nM*)}.

This procedure is repeated for all discs T, where V, is a denumerable dense

subset in the set of all discs in D (such a subset has explicitly been described

in Bremermann [13]), applying it always to the previously generated func-

tion )Ar,_,(z).
Because <p(z) is plurisubharmonic and because we had \p(z)'2:tp(z) to be-

gin with, each ^r (z) has the property that
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Also, the ^r„(z) constitute a monotone sequence, therefore a limit function

ipo(z) exists, and it is

^o(z) = 4>(z) in P.

Also '//o(z) is plurisubharmonic, because from the construction and from being

the limit function it follows that we have 4/o(z)^h-,(z) in 7 for any disc

yED and for any harmonic function hy(z) such that hy(z) ^^o(z) on dy. But

this property implies that ^o(z) is plurisubharmonic in P.

We had approximated the function tp*(z) by a continuous function b*(z)

on 3D. Letting b*(z) tend to cp*(z) monotonously from above, the correspond-

ing functions ^o(z) will tend to a limit function ^oo(z) that is plurisubharmonic

in P and assumes the values b(z) on S(D). For ^oo(z) we have

^oo(z) = 4>(z) in P.

On the other hand tp(z) is the upper envelope of all plurisubharmonic func-

tions in P assuming the values b(z) on S(D), therefore

i^oo(z) = tp(z)

holds.

Thus anj' function holomorphic in // can be continued holomorphically

into the set

H** = { (z, w) I z E D, I w I   < e-*<*>}.

On the other hand this domain is a domain of holomorphy; this follows easily

from Oka's theorem:

We can write //** in the form

H** = {(z, w) I V(z) < 0, log I w I   + <p(z) < 0}.

If we introduce V(z, w) =sup { V(z), log \w\ +cp(z)} we can write

H** = {(z, w) I V(z, w) <0).

V(z, w) is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of H**, hence H** is pseudo-

convex, and hence by Oka's theorem a domain of holomorphy (Oka [27] and

[28], see also Bremermann [9] and Norguet [26]).

From this and from the fact that any function holomorphic in H can be

continued into H** follows that H** is the largest open set contained in the

envelope of holomorphy of //.

8.4. Summarizing the results of this section we obtain:

Theorem. Let P= jz| F(z)<0} be a bounded domain such that V(z) is

plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D. Let b(z) be continuous boundary

values prescribed on the Silov boundary S(D). Let cp(z) be the plurisubharmonic

solution of the Dirichlet problem. Then the point set
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{(z,w)\zGD, \w\   < e-*<2>|,

is the envelope of holomorphy of the point set

{(z,w)\zGD,  \w\   < e~**M},

where

tj>*(z) = b(z) on S(D),

4>*(z) =   max b(z) onD- S(D).
zeSCD)

Corollary. 0(z) can be computed.

In [13] we have shown that if both G and the envelope of holomorphy

E(G) are schlicht (which is the case here) then E(G) can be determined from

G by a constructive process which with a finite number of calculations ap-

proximates E(G) to arbitrary accuracy.

Remark. We have for the sake of simplicity conducted the proof of the

theorem not constructively. However the process of holomorphic continua-

tion from H to H** can be discretizised in a similar way as this has been done

for the general construction of envelopes of holomorphy in [13]. Such an

adaptation of the process to construct E(H) to the special form of H will

simplify the computation.

9. Generalizations, examples, applications.

9.1. Upper semi-continuous boundary values. The condition that the pre-

scribed boundary values be continuous can be relaxed. // b(z) is prescribed

on S(D) and only upper semi-continuous, we can approximate from above by

a monotone sequence of continuous functions b,(z). Thus we obtain a mono-

tone sequence (p,(z) that converges towards a limit function c6(z). <f>(z) is

plurisubharmonic and wherever lim sup^j0 b(z) =b(z°) we have lim supz.z„ tp(z)

= b(zo).
9.2. Boundary values of log \f\, f holomorphic. Nevanlinna theory. The key

to applications as in the theory of Nevanlinna is the solution of the boundary

values that are induced by log |/|, where/is holomorphic in a neighborhood

of D such that tp(z) is finite in D. (Compare Nevanlinna [25], Bergman

[5; 6].)
If /has no zeros in D, then log |/| itself is the solution, but if/becomes

zero somewhere in D, then, other as in the case of only one variable, the zeros

of/will also intersect the boundary of D. log |/| itself is again a plurisub-

harmonic solution of this boundary value problem, but log |/| is not finite

in D. We conjecture, that in general if D is a bounded pseudo-convex domain,

/holomorphic in a neighborhood of D, b(z) =log |/| on S(D), then this bound-

ary value problem can be solved by a plurisubharmonic function <p(z) that is

finite throughout D.
9.3. Stein manifolds. We have developed the previous sections for sim-
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plicity's sake for schlicht domains only. However, complex manifolds have

become increasingly important. Not all complex manifolds are suitable for a

theory of functions but it has been shown that for Stein manifolds most of the

results from schlicht domains and from Riemann surfaces in one variable are

valid. This is true for our results also.

A Stein manifold of complex dimension n is a complex manifold with

countable base satisfying the following three axioms.

(1) For every point qE'SH" there exist n functions h(p) - - - hn(p) holo-

morphic in W that are local coordinates in a neighborhood of q.

(2) To every two different points p, q there exists a function/holomorphic

in 9ttn that separates p and q, that is f(p) 9*f(q).

(3) 9Kn is the limit of a sequence of analytic polyhedra relative compact

in 2R\
We will examine now the main points of the previous sections.

First of all, plurisubharmonic functions are defined on Stein manifolds

because the property of a function to be plurisubharmonic is a local property

and it is invariant under pseudo-conformal transformations. All the main

properties remain true. Pseudo-convex domains can be defined as in the

schlicht case by means of plurisubharmonic functions.

In 4.1 and 6.8 we make use of the euclidean distance ||z—z0||. If we have

a relative compact subdomain P of a Stein manifold, then we can find finitely

many functions fi • • ■ f, such that for any pair of points p, qED at least one

of the functions has different values at p and at q. Then \fi(p) —fi(q) \2+ ■ ■ ■

+ \fs(p)—f>(q)\2 has the property that the sum is zero if and only if p=q.

Also, if a function V(p) is strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D,

then V(p)—ezZj=i \fi(P) ~ fi(<l) \2 wul stiN be plurisubharmonic for e suffi-

ciently small. But these are exactly the properties of ||z— Zo|| that were used.

Hence we can replace ||z—z0|| by zZ\fi(P) ~fi(<l) I 2-

Finally we made important use of Lemma 6.2. But this lemma has been

proved for Stein manifolds also (Bremermann [14]).

Difficulties arise where the euclidean distance functions do(z) or da,n(z)

are used. Here modifications are necessary. Hence we can state:

The results of §§3-7 and 9.1 are valid for relative compact pseudo-convex

subdomains of Stein manifolds also. The extension of §8 requires a few modi-

fications.

9.4. Banach spaces of infinite dimension. Some of the results of the preced-

ing sections (though at the present moment not all) can be extended to general

complex Banach spaces.

Plurisubharmonic functions and pseudo-convex domains are defined for

infinite dimension as for finite dimension. (For details compare Bremermann

[12].)
Let us consider the case of strictly pseudo-convex domains. Let P be a

bounded domain in our complex Banach space Bc. Let P={z| V(z)<0\,
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where V(z) is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D. Let V(z) be such that

d2V(zo + Xa)
-        ^ e> cr

3XdX x=o

for e fixed and for all z0 in D and for all complex directions a£5c. (This is the

substitute for ddV>0 in the finite case.)

Let Bc possess a norm N(z) which is (C2). Let the derivatives of A^z+Xa)

be bounded. Then

V(z) - SN2(z - zo)

will still be a plurisubharmonic function in D for 5 sufficiently small.

Let z0 be a boundary point of D. Then

V*(z) = V(z) - 8N2(z - zo)

has the property to be plurisubharmonic in D, F*(zo)=0 and V*(z) <0 in

D-{z0}.

From here it follows as in 4.1 that we can solve the Dirichlet problem

for continuous boundary values on dD. Thus we have shown:

Theorem. Let D = {z| V(z) <0} be a bounded domain in a complex Banach

space Bc, V(z) plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of D. Let Bc possess a (C2)

norm N(z) and let the second derivatives of N(zo +Xa) be uniformly bounded in

D for every z0 and aGBc with N(a) = 1. Let

32F(zo + Xa)
-;-        2t t > 0

dXdX        x=o

for fixed e and for all Zo in D and aGBc with N(a) = 1. Then the Dirichlet prob-

lem is solvable, for continuous boundary values prescribed in dD, by plurisub-

harmonic functions (as in 4.1).

9.5. Tube-domains, examples. We now return for the sake of simplicity

to finite dimension. A tube domain is a domain of the form

Tb = {z | x G B, y arbitrary},

where zy = xy+fyy, x = (xi, • • • , xn), y = (yi, • • • , y„) and B a domain in

the (real) x-space.

Tube domains serve frequently as examples, their fundamental property

is:

A tube domain Tb is pseudo-convex if and only if B is convex. (Compare

Bremermann [7].)

In the following we will see that for tube domains not only the pseudo-

convexity but the Silov boundary, too, has a simple interpretation.

Let B be convex and bounded. Let x° be a point where B is strictly
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convex, that means there exists a supporting plane or hyperplane not inter-

secting B— {x0}.

Then there exists also a sphere

{x\ (xi — ai)2 + ■ ■ ■ + (xn — an)2 = r2}

that goes through x° and does not intersect B. By replacing Xi, • • • , xn by

Zi, • • • , z„ we obtain an analytic surface:

JF= {l|(fi- ai)2+ , ■ • + (z»- an)2 = r2\.

Now (Zj — aj)2 = (xj—aj)2 + 2i(xj — aj)yj—y2j, hence if zGJ, then

n n

zZ (Xj - a/)2 = r2 + zZ Vi,
3=1 J=l

therefore if yx, • ■ • , yn9*(0, • ■ ■ , 0), then x£P, hence zETb-

Thus the function

/« = ( E fe - «,)2 -'')

has a pole at x° and is otherwise holomorphic in Tb— {x°}. By taking r

slightly larger we achieve that/(z) is still holomorphic at x° but assumes its

maximum with respect to Tb at x°.

Hence x° belongs to the Silov boundary of Tb- f(z — iya), where y° is an

arbitrary fixed vector in the y-space, takes its maximum at the arbitrary

point z° = x°+iy°, hence z° belongs to the Silov boundary.

Conversely one sees immediately that if the boundary of B is not strictly

convex at z°, then 3B contains a segment of a straight line containing z°.

Then Tb contains a segment of an (at least one-dimensional) analytic sur-

face, for which the maximum principle holds, hence z° does not belong to

S(TB) unless it is an accumulation point of S(TB). Thus we have proved:

Theorem. Let TB be a convex tube domain. Then the Silov boundary S(TB)

is the closure of the set

{z | x E S(B), y arbitrary},

where S(B) is the closure of the strictly convex boundary points of B.

Examples. If B is a convex polyhedron, then the "corners" are the points

where B is strictly convex and hence S(B) consists of them. On the other

hand a circle for instance is everywhere strictly convex.

As in the case of pseudo-convex domains we have for arbitrary domains

B that are not convex:

S(B) CdBC\ dE(B),
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where E(B) is the convex envelope of B, and correspondingly for the associ-

ated tubes

S(TB) C 3Tb H dTE(B).

Finally we should like to note that the characterization of the strictly convex

points can be made similarly to that of the strictly pseudo-convex points:

Every convex domain is the limit of domains of the form

B = {x| u(x) < 0},

where u(x) is convex in a neighborhood of B.

Each B is convex. Let now u(x) be of (C2), then one sees easily that a

sufficient condition for a point x° to be a strictly convex point is the condition

that

d2u(x)
/ . -dx^dx, > 0.

dx^dx.

And if this form is zero for all directions in a neighborhood of a point x°,

then the boundary of B consists of a hyperplane in a neighborhood of x° and

x° is not in S(B). These conditions are exactly analogous to 6.8.
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